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The study of pusher–barge system in this paper is a continuation research of nine different pusher–
barge systems and eight unconventionally arranged pusher–barge systems (Yasukawa et al., 2007;
Japan with water height to ship draught ratio (h/d): 1.2 (shallow water); 1.5 (medium shallow water);
and 19.3 (deep water) conditions. Least squares’ ﬁtting method was used in determining the
hydrodynamic derivatives that are suitable for the three water draught ratio conditions. Linear
derivatives from the experiments were compared with studies from different researchers (Fujino and
Ishiguro, 1984; Yoshimura, 1986; Yoshimura and Sakurai, 1989). Added mass was calculated using
singularity distribution method under the assumption of rigid free surface. Propeller and rudder hull
interaction parameters were pre-assumed based on the study of other researchers. In the study,
negative course stability was found in shallow water condition (unstable in course keeping).
Maneuvering simulations at 201 and 351 turning show that pusher–barge 11BP has the largest turning
circle in deep water condition and smallest turning circle in shallow water condition. Course keeping
ability decreases from deep water to medium shallow water to shallow water conditions.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
As a continuous study to the nine different pusher–barge
systems (Yasukawa et al., 2007; Koh et al., 2008a) and eight uncon-
ventionally arranged pusher–barge systems (Koh et al., 2008b),
pusher–barge 11BP was brought into shallow water condition and
its maneuvering performance in shallow water condition was
compared with medium shallow water and deep water conditions.
Since pusher–barge systems are often being operated in inland
waterway with limited water depth, hence the study of pusher–
barge system in shallow water condition brings a more realistic
scene of how the pusher–barge will perform in real life.
Shallow water rotating arm tests of pusher–barge 11BP were
conducted at Kyushu University, Japan in the study. Hydrodynamic
derivatives were obtained by least squares ﬁtting to the model test
data. Maneuvering simulations were performed based on the
captured hydrodynamic derivatives with some pre-assumed pro-
peller and rudder hull interaction parameters with referred to
the study of other researchers. Maneuvering comparison of thell rights reserved.
þ60 7 5566159.pusher–barge 11BP in shallow water, medium shallow water and
deep water conditions was later performed in the study.2. Ship model
Principal particulars of the pusher and barge in model scale and
full-scale used in the research are shown in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows
the body plans of the pusher and barge used. During the model
experiment, no propeller or rudder was installed on the pusher.
In the simulation, the pusher is assumed to be of twin screws
and twin rudders, with controllable pitch propeller (CPP) of which
diameter (DP)¼1.8 m and revolution¼300 rpm. Main engine
power is assumed to be 1000 kW. Rudder span is 2.0 m, chord
length¼2.0 m and area (AR)¼4.0 m2. The pusher design and
speciﬁcations are with referred to reference Pfennigstorf (1970).
Rake-barge with ship like design at the bowwas used in the study.
Bow part of the rake-barge is curved and sharped with water piercing
design. In this paper, one pusher and one barge were used as the sub-
ject of the study. One rake-barge and a pusher were arranged in-line,
named 11BP. Table 2 shows the principal dimensions of pusher–barge
11BP, where LOA is the length overall of the system, B is the maxi-
mum breadth, d is the deepest water draught of the barge, and Cb is
the block coefﬁcient with regards to the LOA, B and d of the system.
Table 1
Principal dimensions of the pusher and barge.
Particulars Pusher Rake-barge
Full-scale Model Full-scale Model
Length overall, LOA (m) 40.00 0.80 60.96 1.22
Length btw. perpendiculars, LBP (m) 39.50 0.79 60.96 1.22
Breadth, B (m) 9.00 0.18 10.67 0.21
Draft, d (m) 2.20 0.044 2.74 0.055
Volume,X (m3) 494.7 0.00396 1646.2 0.01317
LCB from AP (m) 21.98 0.4395 29.44 0.5888
Block coefﬁcient, Cb 0.633 0.633 0.924 0.924
Fig. 1. Body plans of the pusher and the rake-barge.
Table 2
Principal dimensions of the pusher–barge system
in full-scale.
Symbol 11BP
LOA (m) 100.96
B (m) 10.67
d (m) 2.74
X (m3) 2140.9
LCB from AP (m) 58.47
Cb 0.725
K.K. Koh, H. Yasukawa / Ocean Engineering 46 (2012) 9–1710Fig. 2 shows the photo of the actual model of 11BP pusher–barge
system used in themodel experiment. Scale ratio of themodel is 1/50.3. Hydrodynamic derivatives characteristics
3.1. Captive model test
In order to obtain shallow water hydrodynamic derivatives,
rotating arm test and constant drift tests were performed atKyushu University square tank. In the experiments, three differ-
ent water depth to ship’s draught ratios were performed, where
h/d¼19.3 (deep water), 1.5 (medium shallow water) and 1.2
(shallow water). Water was drained from the tank in order to get
to the desired water height to model’s draught ratio. Model’s trim,
draught and roll motions were ﬁxed. Model forward speed,
U¼0.364 m/s, is equivalent to full-scale ship’s speed of 5 knots.
During the experiments, force and moment transducer was used
and placed at the midship of the pusher–barge model. Long-
itudinal force (XnH), lateral force (Y
n
H) and yawing moment (NH)
were recorded and non-dimensionalized using the following
equations:
Xn0H ,Y
n0
H ¼
XnH ,Y
n
H
ð1=2Þr LOA dU2
ð1Þ
N0H ¼
NH
ð1=2Þr LOA2 dU2
ð2Þ
In the equations, r is water density, d is model’s draught, and U is
the forward speed. ‘‘n’’ denotes results measured from experi-
ments with virtual mass inﬂuence included. No correction was
needed for NH due to virtual mass, hence NH was used directly in
Fig. 2. Model of pusher–barge 11BP.
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Fig. 3. Shallow water effect on added mass coefﬁcients for 11BP.
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riments are having added mass inﬂuences included, they must
be calculated separately and be excluded when processing the
experiment data.
3.2. Added mass coefﬁcients
Added mass coefﬁcients (m011, m
0
22, m
0
26, m
0
66) in shallow water
were calculated using singularity (source/sink) distribution
method with the assumption of rigid free-surface. Added mass
(m11, m22, m26, m66) were non-dimensionalized using the follow-
ing equations:
m011,m
0
22 ¼
m11,m22
ð1=2Þr LOA2 d
ð3Þ
m026 ¼
m26
ð1=2Þr LOA3 d
ð4Þ
m066 ¼
m66
ð1=2Þr LOA4 d
ð5Þ
Fig. 3 shows the shallow water effect on added mass coefﬁ-
cients. From the ﬁgure, it is found that added mass coefﬁcients
increase signiﬁcantly when h/d approaches 1.
3.3. Model experiment results of hydrodynamic derivatives
Experimental results of longitudinal force, lateral force and
yawing moment in non-dimensional form (Xn0H , Y
n0
H , N
0
H) are plottedin Fig. 4. Circle, triangle, square, and diamond shapes are data
obtained from experiments. Intermediate lines in the ﬁgure are
ﬁtting using hydrodynamic derivatives obtained from least square
method. In general, hydrodynamic derivatives for shallow water,
medium shallow water and deep water are having the same plot
trend. However, for h/d¼1.2, at 201 oblique drift angle, Yn0H shows
a slowdown. From the experiment data, the second order equa-
tion for X0H with respect to bm and r
0 and the third order equation
for Y 0H and N
0
H were derived, as shown in Eq. (6).
X0H ¼ R00 cos2 bmþX0bbb
2
mþX0brbmr0 þX0rrr02
Y 0H ¼ Y 0bbmþY 0rr0 þY 0bbbb
3
mþY 0bbrb
2
mr
0 þY 0brrbmr02þY 0rrrr03
N0H ¼N0bbmþN0rr0 þN0bbbb
3
mþN0bbrb
2
mr
0 þN0brrbmr02þN0rrrr03
9>>=
>>;
ð6Þ
In the equation, bm is the oblique drift angle at midship, r0 is the
non-dimensional turning rate (r0  rL=U), L is the length between
perpendiculars, R00 is the non-dimensionalized forward resistance
(¼0.0428) (Koh et al., 2008a), X0bb, Y 0b, etc., are the hydrody-
namic derivatives. In the previous study (Yasukawa et al., 2007),
Y 0brr and Y
0
rrr were neglected due to the limited turning rate in the
experiment, making accuracy of higher order of r0 was difﬁcult to
obtain. However, in this paper, shallow water tests were con-
ducted till r0 ¼ 0:7, ﬁtting in Fig. 4 shows satisfactory results for
practical use. From Fig. 4, hydrodynamic derivatives for maneu-
vering were decided, where for h/d¼19.3 and 1.5, the obtained
hydrodynamic derivatives are good for all drift angle as tested in
the study, but for h/d¼1.2 the obtained hydrodynamic derivatives
are limited to drift angle 51 to 151. Hydrodynamic derivatives
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Fig. 4. Hydrodynamic force characteristics for 11BP in h/d¼19.3, 1.5, 1.2.
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in Table 3. In Table 3, added mass coefﬁcients are shown as well.
3.4. Linear hydrodynamic derivatives and course stability
Linear derivatives obtained from the experiments, Y 0b, Y
0
r , N
0
b,
N0r , were compared with papers published by other researchers in
shallow water studies. Pusher–barge system 11BP at different
water depth ratios was compared with the linear derivatives of
PCC (Yoshimura, 1986), LNGC (Fujino and Ishiguro, 1984), wide
beam twin (Yoshimura and Sakurai, 1989), and conventional twin
(Yoshimura and Sakurai, 1989). Fig. 5 shows the shallow water
effect on linear hydrodynamic derivatives. From the ﬁgure, it is
found that for Y 0b=Y
0
b-deep, pusher–barge 11BP is having similar
changes of the derivatives from deep to shallow water as LNGC.
From N0b=N
0
b-deep plot, pusher–barge 11BP is having similar trend
between PCC and wide beam twin vessels. In Y 0r=Y
0
r-deep plot,
pusher–barge 11BP show very high value of Y 0r=Y
0
r-deep in medium
shallow water and shallow water conditions, and is much higher
than the other type of vessels. Plot of N0r=N
0
r-deep shows 11BP withsigniﬁcantly lower value of N0r=N
0
r-deep in medium shallow water
and shallow water conditions as compared to other vessels.
Course stability index, C, is deﬁned in Eq. (7). Rudder effect is
not taken into account in C calculation. Negative value of course
stability index in shallow water condition shows that pusher–
barge 11BP is unstable in course keeping in shallow water.
C ¼ N
0
r
Y 0rm0m011

N0b
Y 0b
ð7Þ
where m0 is the non-dimensionalized mass.
In analyzing the effect of water depth on course stability,
changes of N0r=ðY 0rm0m011Þ, N0b=Y 0b and C versus d/h are plotted as
shown in Fig. 6, and their respective values are shown in Table 4.
Yrmmx value was not available from the published paper
(Fujino and Ishiguro, 1984), hence LNGC was not included in
the course stability analysis. From the ﬁgure, for 11BP, it is found
that at shallow water condition, value of N0r=ðY 0rm0m011Þ drops
when N0b=Y
0
b increases. This resulted in the negative value of C,
lead to unstable course keeping ability of the vessel. Wide beam
K.K. Koh, H. Yasukawa / Ocean Engineering 46 (2012) 9–17 13twin and conventional twin have similar course keeping behavior,
while PCC has a different behavior than the rest of the vessels.4. Turning simulation
4.1. Simulation outline
In order to understand more clearly on the maneuvering
behavior of pusher–barge system 11BP in different water depths,
turning simulation of 201 and 351 rudder angle were carried out.
Wind, wave and current effects were not taken into account in the
simulations. Propellers and rudders were arranged symmetrically
at port and starboard. Pusher–barge 11BP has an identical port
and starboard turning due to the symmetrical arrangement of
hull, propellers and rudders, hence only starboard turn is per-
formed in the simulations. Hydrodynamic derivatives from theTable 3
Resistance coefﬁcient, hydrodynamic derivatives and added mass coefﬁcients.
Symbol h/d¼19.3 h/d¼1.5 h/d¼1.2
X0bb 0.053 0.1749 0.3637
X0rr 0.0272 0.0792 0.1055
X0brm022 0.1069 0.3213 0.6202
Y 0b 0.221 0.6354 1.2375
Y 0rm011 0.0151 0.0375 0.1325
Y 0bbb 0.4857 2.5353 4.2245
Y 0bbr 0.2268 0.7413 3.6005
Y 0brr 0.1562 0.286 0.7129
Y 0rrr 0.0118 0.0836 0.2003
N0b 0.0706 0.1988 0.4435
N0r 0.0593 0.0654 0.0861
N0bbb 0.0848 0.5665 1.1277
N0bbr 0.1407 0.6547 0.2249
N0brr 0.0358 0.0528 0.0561
N0rrr 0.0028 0.0097 0.0522
m011 0.0195 0.0148 0.006
m022 0.3722 0.2325 0.0929
m026 0.0108 0.005 0.0006
m066 0.0124 0.0089 0.0049
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Fig. 5. Shallow water effect on linear dprevious section are used in the simulations. Details on the
simulation calculation are shown in Appendix A.
Propeller, rudder and hull interaction parameters used in the
simulations are shown in Table 5 (symbols used in the table are
explained in Appendix A). For h/d¼19.3 deep water case, the
parameters used are the same as in papers Yasukawa et al. (2007)
and Koh et al. (2008b). For medium shallow water (h/d¼1.5) and
shallow water (h/d¼1.2) conditions, twin screws wide beam ship
as in Yoshimura and Sakurai (1989) was referred. gR coefﬁcient is
with referred to Yoshimura paper in Yoshimura (1986).
Model resistance obtained from the experiments is having a
tendency of decreasing in resistance from deep water to medium
shallow water to shallow water conditions. This contradicted with
the ﬁndings in studies done by other researchers (Millward, 1982,
1991; Hofman, 2000). Hence model resistance of deep water from
paper (Koh et al., 2008b) of the same pusher–barge 11BPwas used.
Medium shallow water and shallow water resistances were cor-
rected based on the deep water resistance using Lackenby correc-
tion as suggested by ITTC (Lackenby, 1963). Since pusher–barge
11BP was moving at slow speed, it falls under sub-critical region
for wave resistance correction, no correction for wave resistance is
needed (Hofman, 2000).4.2. Calculation results
Turning trajectories of pusher–barge 11BP with 201 and 351
rudder angle starboard turning at different water depths are
presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Tactical diameter and advance of the
various water depth conditions are presented in Figs. 9 and 10.
Fig. 7 shows turning trajectories of pusher–barge 11BP at 201
rudder angle in deep water, medium shallow water and shallow
water conditions. From Fig. 7, pusher–barge 11BP is having the
largest turning trajectory in deep water, followed by medium
shallow water, then shallow water conditions. Yasukawa and
Kobayashi (1995) and Yoshimura and Sakurai (1989) found that
for wide beam vessel, turning circle decreases from deep water to
shallow water conditions; whereby for conventional vessel, turn-
ing circle increases from deep water to shallow water conditions.
Pusher–barge 11BP is similar to wide beam vessel in turning0
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Table 4
Resistance coefﬁcient, hydrodynamic derivatives, added mass, and course
stability index.
Symbol h/d¼19.3 h/d¼1.5 h/d¼1.2
N0r=ðY 0rm0m011Þ 0.3521 0.3428 0.3013
N0b=Y
0
b 0.3195 0.3129 0.3584
C 0.0327 0.0299 0.0571
Table 5
Extra parameters used in the simulation.
Symbol h/d¼19.3 h/d¼1.5 h/d¼1.2
t 0.164 0.249 0.326
aH 0.194 0.089 0.418
x0H 0.427 0.249 0.189
wP0 0.340 0.493 0.576
gR 0.230 0.357 0.293
‘0R 1.033 0.538 1.113
e 0.987 1.189 1.823
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Fig. 7. Turning trajectories (d¼ 201).
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Fig. 8. Turning trajectories (d¼ 351).
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barge 11BP at rudder angle 351 in deep water, medium shallow
water and shallow water conditions, which is similar in trend as
compared to rudder angle 251.
To further analyze the turning simulation results, free running
model test that is of similar arrangement as pusher–barge 11BP
with rudder angle 351 conducted in Indonesian Hydrodynamic
Laboratory (IHL) (Yasukawa, 2006) was compared. Results from
IHL show that advance increases slightly from h/d¼1.1 to h/
d¼2.0. For tactical diameter, the value is almost constant
throughout the h/d ratio from 1.1 to 2.0. The results match the
simulation results of d¼ 351 in Fig. 10.
In analyzing the turning behavior of pusher–barge 11BP from
deep water to medium shallow water to shallow water conditions,
rudder force in the three water depth conditions was studied.
Fig. 11 shows the rudder force plot in time series for pusher–barge
11BP in 201 and 351 rudder angle for deep water, medium shallow
water and shallow water conditions. From the ﬁgure, it can be seen
that pusher–barge 11BP in shallow water and medium shallow
water conditions have signiﬁcantly higher rudder force by nearly
100% increment as compared to deep water condition. This resulted
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shallow water and shallow water conditions.5. Concluding remarks
Pusher–barge system with one pusher and one barge arranged
in-line (11BP) was studied in this research for three water depth
to ship draught ratio conditions (h/d¼19.3 (deep water); 1.5
(medium shallow water); and 1.2 (shallow water)). Rotating arm
test was carried out in Kyushu University in obtaining the
hydrodynamic coefﬁcients of the pusher–barge system in the
three water depth to draught ratio conditions. In shallow water
condition, pusher–barge 11BP is found to have negative value
of course stability index (C), which means that the system in
unstable in course keeping. In medium shallow water and deep
water conditions, pusher–barge 11BP has positive but small value
of course stability index (0.0299 and 0.0327, respectively), which
shows that the pusher–barge system is stable in course keeping
but still relatively easy to maneuver when subject to external
force.
Simulations were performed on pusher–barge 11BP in three water
depth to draught ratio conditions on rudder angle 201 and 351.For rudder angle 201, pusher–barge 11BP turning performance is
similar to a wide beam vessel, where turning trajectory decreases
from deep to medium shallow water to shallow water conditions. For
rudder angle 351, pusher–barge 11BP is having similar turning trend
as rudder angle 201, where the largest turning circle occurs in deep
water, followed by medium shallow water and lastly shallow water.
Large increment of rudder force in medium shallow water and
shallow water conditions was also found in the study.
Free running model test of pusher–barge 11BP in comparing
with the computer simulation results is suggested to be con-
ducted in future. Different combinations and arrangements of
pusher–barge system are also suggested to be tested and simu-
lated for a better understanding of pusher–barge maneuvering
characteristics in shallow water condition.Acknowledgement
The authors want to thank emeritus Professor K. Kijima of
Kyushu University for providing the facilities and assistance
in conducting the rotating arm test in various water depths
conditions.
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Fig. 12 shows the coordinate systems used in the paper.
OX0Y0Z0 are the space coordinate system, with X0Y0 as to the
water surface and Z0 vertically downwards axis from the water
surface. c is the angle from X0 axis to the center of gravity of the
ship. G-xyz is the ship’s coordinate system, where G is the center
of gravity of the ship, x is the forward direction of the ship and y is
the lateral direction of the ship. xy forms the water surface where
the ship is located and z is the vertical downwards direction from
the center of gravity of the ship.
Maneuvering motions of the pusher–barge system (surge,
sway, and yaw) are deﬁned in the motion equations shown in
Eq. (A.1). In the equation, _ is time based of the respective
parameters. The unknown values are: u the forward speed,
v the lateral speed and r the turning rate. m is the mass of the
ship and Izz is the moment inertia of the ship. m11, m22, m26, and
m66 are the added mass and added moment of inertia of the pusher–
barge system that occur when a ship accelerate or decelerate or in
turning motion. On the right hand side of the equation, X is the total
forward force, Y is the total lateral force and N is the total yaw
moment at the center of gravity of the pusher–barge system.
ðmþm11Þ _uðmþm22Þvr¼ X
ðmþm11Þurþðmþm22Þ _vþm26 _r ¼ Y
ðIzzþm66Þ_rþm26 _v ¼N
9>=
>; ðA:1Þ
X, Y, and N are the forces and moment introduced from hull (H),
propeller (P) and rudder (R), which are expressed in Eq. (A.2).
X ¼ XHþXPþXR
Y ¼ YHþYR
N¼NHþNRðYHþYRÞxG
9>=
>; ðA:2Þ
In model tank test, measurement was done at the midship of the
pusher–barge system, while longitudinal force X is unaffected, but
lateral force Y and moment N need to be corrected from midship to
the center of gravity of the pusher–barge system. The relationship of
lateral velocity at midship vm to the lateral velocity at center gravity
of the pusher–barge system v is shown in Eq. (A.3). The midship drift
angle bm is deﬁned in Eq. (A.4).
vm ¼ vxGr ðA:3Þ
bm ¼ tan1
vm
u
 
ðA:4ÞHydrodynamic force that acts on a hull when a ship makes a
diagonal turn is mainly caused by the dynamic pressure of the ﬂuid.
If the ﬂow along a hull is to be related to the ship’s length, and the
displacement of the hull is to be related to the draught of the ship,
then the ﬂow and pressure can be related to LOA d. Hydrodynamic
force (XH ,YH ,NH) on ship’s hull based on the above consideration is
shown in Eq. (A.5). In the equation, U is the ship’s speed
(U ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u2þv2
p
). X0H , Y
0
H , and N
0
H are deﬁned in Eq. (6).
XH ¼ ð1=2Þr LOA dU2X0Hðbm,r0Þ
YH ¼ ð1=2Þr LOA dU2Y 0Hðbm,r0Þ
NH ¼ ð1=2Þr LOA2 dU2N0Hðbm,r0Þ
9>=
>;
ðA:5Þ
Propeller at aft of the pusher–barge system only contributing force in
the X direction. Total force produced by the propeller as experienced
by a ship is deﬁned as
XP ¼ ð1tÞ
X
T ðA:6Þ
where t is the thrust deduction factor and
P
T is the total thrust
produces by the propellers (twin screws in this study).
T ¼ rn2PD4PKT ðJP ,pÞ ðA:7Þ
In Eq. (A.7) DP is the propeller diameter, KT is the thrust coefﬁcient, JP
is the propeller advanced coefﬁcient, and p is the propeller pitch
ratio. KT and JP are deﬁned in Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9).
KT ðJP ,pÞ ¼0:3260pJP0:2005JPþ0:5234p0:0398 ðA:8Þ
JP ¼
uð1wPÞ
nPDP
ðA:9Þ
In Eq. (A.9), wP is the propeller wake fraction which change
accordingly with the drift angle b and also the non-dimensional
ship turning rate r0. Hirano’s (1980) formula was used in calculating
the propeller wake fraction.
wP ¼wP0 exp½C1b2P  ðA:10Þ
where wP0 is the wake factor during the forward speed of the
pusher–barge system, bP is the drift angle at the propeller position
( b‘0Pr0), and C1 is the correction factor. Rudder forces (XR and YR)
and moment (NR) are deﬁned in Eq. (A.11).
XR ¼
P
FN sin d
YR ¼ð1þaHÞ
P
FN cos d
NR ¼ðxRþaHxHÞ
P
FN cos d
9>=
>; ðA:11Þ
where d is the rudder angle, aH and xH are the rudder and hull
interaction parameters, and xR is the x-coordinate point on which the
rudder force FN acts. FN is deﬁned as below
FN ¼ 12rARU2Rf a sin aR ðA:12Þ
In the equation, AR is rudder area and f a is gradient of the lift
coefﬁcient of the rudder. f a is estimated using Fujii’s formula (Fujii
and Tuda, 1961). UR is the ﬂow velocity to the rudder and
aR is the effective rudder in-ﬂow angle
UR ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u2Rþv2R
q
ðA:13Þ
aR ¼ dtan1
vR
uR
 
ðA:14Þ
In Eq. (A.13), uR is the water ﬂow speed towards the rudder and
vR is the lateral ﬂow speed after passing the propeller. vR is calculated
using Eq. (A.15) which is related to the rudder location and is
inﬂuenced by the geometrical inﬂow angle to the rudder
bR ð  b‘0Rr0Þ, and gR is the ﬂow-rectiﬁcation coefﬁcient to the
rudder.
vR ¼UgRbR ðA:15Þ
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uR ¼
euP
1s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
12ð1ZkÞsþf1Zkð2kÞgs2
q
ðA:16Þ
where s is the propeller slip ratio, Z is the ratio of propeller diameter
with rudder height, k is the propeller ﬂow correction factor
(k¼ 0:6=e is normally used in deep water case), and e is the ﬂow
coefﬁcient of the rudder with respect to its location.
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